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ABSTRACT

Teenage commercial sex workers are not a new phenomenon in our society. For a long time the background of why a Senior high school student is always seen as an economic problem. This study is focus on how they define commercial sex and also how social environment Labeling about their profession.

This Article is a Literature that trying to give a deep interpretation about definition and mindset teenage commercial sex workers based on data is collect from field and it will be analyzed with a qualitative method. Qualitative approach that used in this study is Social Construction because this study want to know how their Article behavior and definition. This research took place in Surabaya with the subject is Senior high school student. Data is got by using observation and in-depth interview with subjects that choose by purposive method. Social Construction are used in this study as main theory. Peter L. Berger said that Social Construction based on three main premises: (1) Externality is a process in which all humans are imperfect socialization experience that together form a new reality (2) objectification of designing a process in which the social world will become a reality capable of inhibiting the participants and also form (3) internalization of the early socialization process experienced by individuals in childhood, at which he was introduced to the social world objectify

From this research we can see that subject in this study define commercial sex as sexual satisfaction. Money is not a main thing anymore in this prostitution. Second, commercial sex means to satisfaction release. Third, for Senior high school commercial sex mean as satisfaction soul that can be fulfilled in this prostitution. Social Labeling for them social environment see them as a bad girls especially in their school.
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